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In this thesis work, we study the problem of reducing the file download comple-
tion delay from multiple servers system. This is achieved by utilizing conflict-free
Instantly Decodable Network Coding (IDNC). IDNC can speed up the download
process by taking advantage of the clients’ side information. At each time epoch,
a client can tune to only one server. However, more than one server will target the
same client simultaneously causing transmission conflicts. To accomplish conflict-
free download mechanisms, a dual conflict IDNC graph model is proposed. This
model considers the transmission conflicts among the servers in finding the op-
timal file combinations. Using this model, we design a channel-aware heuristic
algorithm which is used in solving the download time minimization problem in
such systems. The performance of the proposed algorithm (in terms of the com-
pletion delay) is compared to that of the conventional separated IDNC scheme in
xi
which every server tries to minimize its own completion delay without consider-
ing the transmissions of other servers. The proposed scheme is shown to achieve
significant reduction in completion delay as compared to the separated IDNC
scheme. Both lower and upper bounds of the performance of conflict-free IDNC
algorithm is derived for the scenario of one file request per client. The proposed
heuristic algorithm shows near optimum performance compared to the optimum
solution acquired using Bron-Kerbosch algorithm. Furthermore, a lossy feedback
(LF) environment is investigated (i.e., when feedback loss event occurs). Under
such an environment, the uncertainty about file reception at the targeted client
would drive the server to carry out partially blind file combinations selection. To
find efficient selection policy that reduces the completion delay of the conflict-free
IDNC in such environments, the server performs maximum likelihood (ML) state
estimation to evaluate the system state and then updates the dual conflict IDNC
graph accordingly.
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  ﻣﻠﺧص اﻷطروﺣﺔ
ل اﻟﻣﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﻣوزﻋﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺧﺎدﻣﺎت ﺑﯾﺎﻧﺎت ﺗﺣﻣﯾﺗﻘﻠﯾل زﻣن  ﺳﺄﻟﺔﻣﻓﻲ ھذة اﻷطروﺣﺔ ﻗﻣﻧﺎ ﺑدراﺳﺔ 
اﻟﺧﺎﻟﻲ ﻣن  اﻷﻧﻲ  ﻣﺗﻌددة. أرﺗﻛزت ھذة اﻟطرق ﻋﻠﻰ اﻹﺳﺗﻔﺎدة ﻣن ﻧظرﯾﺔ ﺗرﻣﯾز اﻟﺷﺑﻛﺎت
 لﺗﺣﻣﯾ. ﯾﺗﻣﯾز ھذا اﻟﻧوع ﻣن اﻟﺗرﻣﯾز ﺑﻘدرﺗﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺗﺳرﯾﻊ ﻣن زﻣن ﻣﻌﺎﻟﺟﺔ )CNDI(اﻟﺗﺿﺎرب 
ﺑﺎﻟﻌﻣﯾل اﻟﻣرﺗﺑط ﺑﺎﻟﺧﺎدﻣﺎت اﻟﻣﻠﻔﺎت ﻋن طرﯾﻖ اﻹﺳﺗﻔﺎدة ﻣن اﻟﻣﻌﻠوﻣﺎت اﻟﺟﺎﻧﺑﯾﺔ اﻟﺧﺎﺻﺔ 
 ؛ﻛل ﻋﻣﯾل ﯾﺗم رﺑطﺔ ﻣﻊ ﺧﺎدم ﺷﺑﻛﺔ واﺣد ﻓﻘط ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟرﻏم ﻣن اﻧﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻛل ﻓﺗرة زﻣﻧﯾﺔ اﻟﻣﺗﻌددة.
أﻛﺛر ﻣن ﺧﺎدم ﻟﻠﺷﺑﻛﺔ ﺳوف ﯾﻘوم ﺑﺈﺳﺗﮭداف ﻧﻔس اﻟﻌﻣﯾل ﻣﻣﺎ ﯾﺗﺳﺑب ﻟﺔ ﺗﺿﺎرب ﻓﻲ ﻋﻣﻠﯾﺔ 
رﺳم  وارزﻣﯾﺔﺧﻗﻣﻧﺎ ﺑﺈﻗﺗراح  ؛ﺑدون أي ﺗﺿﺎرب ﺑﯾﺎﻧﺎتاﻟ لﺗﺣﻣﯾﻧﺟﺎز ﻋﻣﻠﯾﺔ ﯾﺎم ﺑﺈﻟﻠﻘاﻹرﺳﺎل. 
. ﯾﻘوم ھذا اﻟﻧﻣوذج اﻟﻣﻘﺗرح ﺑﺈﻋﺗﺑﺎر ﺗﺿﺎرب اﻟﺗراﺳل ﺑﯾن )CNDI(ﺑﯾﺎﻧﻲ ﻣزدوﺟﺔ اﻟﺗﺿﺎرب ل
ﻟﻠﻌﻣﯾل  ﺗﺣﻣﯾﻠﮭﺎاﻟﺧﺎدﻣﺎت اﻟﻣﺧﺗﻠﻔﺔ ﻛﻣﻌﻠوﻣﺎت ﻣﻔﯾدة ﻹﺧﺗﯾﺎر اﻷﺟزاء اﻟﻣﺛﻠﻰ ﻣن اﻟﻣﻠف ﻟﯾﺗم 
ﻗﻣﻧﺎ ﺑﺗﺻﻣﯾم ﺧوارزﻣﯾﺔ إﺳﺗرﺷﺎدﯾﺔ ﺗﻘوم ﺑﺗﺣﺳس ﺣﺎﻟﺔ ﻗﻧوات ؛ ﻟﻧﻣوذجاﻟطرﻓﻲ. ﺑواﺳطﺔ ھذا ا
 ﺣﻣﯾلاﻹﺗﺻﺎل ﺑﯾن اﻟﻌﻣﯾل وﺑﺎﻗﻲ ﺧﺎدﻣﺎت اﻟﺷﺑﻛﺔ وﺗﺳﺗﺧدم ھذا اﻟﻣﻌﻠوﻣﺎت ﻟﺗﻘﻠﯾل اﻟزﻣن اﻟﻼزم ﻟﺗ
ﻣن ﺟﮭﺔ ﺗﻘﻠﯾل زﻣن اﻷداء اﻟﻌﺎم ﻟﻠﺧوارزﻣﯾﺔ اﻟﻣﻘﺗرﺣﺔ  ﺗﻣت ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ اﻟﻣﻠﻔﺎت ﻓﻲ ھذة اﻟﺷﺑﻛﺔ.
ﺎت ﻣﻊ ﻧﻣوذج اﻟﺷﺑﻛﺔ اﻹﻋﺗﯾﺎدﯾﺔ ﺣﯾث اﻟﺧﺎدﻣﺎت اﻟﻣﺗﻌددة ﺗﻘوم ﺑﺗﻘﻠﯾل اﻟﺗﺄﺧﯾر ﻓﻲ ﺗﺣﻣﯾل اﻟﺑﯾﺎﻧ
 زﻣن ﺗﺣﻣﯾل اﻟﺑﯾﺎﻧﺎت اﻟﺧﺎﺻﺔ ﺑﮭﺎ ﺑدون إﺳﺗﺷﻌﺎر اﻟﺧﺎدﻣﺎت اﻷﺧرى اﻟﻣرﺗﺑﺔ ﻣﻌﮭﺎ ﺑﻧﻔس اﻟﺷﺑﻛﺔ.
ﻧﻣوذج اﻟﺷﺑﻛﺔ ﺗم إﻧﺟﺎز ﺗﻘﻠﯾل ﻣﻠﺣوظ ﻓﻲ زﻣن اﻟﺗﺣﻣﯾل ﺑﺈﺳﺗﺧدام اﻟﺧوارزﻣﯾﺔ اﻟﻣﻘﺗرﺣﺔ ﻣﻘﺎرﻧﺔ 
ﻗرﯾب  أداﺋﮭﺎ  ﺎنﻛاﻟﻣﻘﺗرﺣﺔ و ﻟﺧوارزﻣﯾﺔ ا  ﻷداءﺑﺈﺷﺗﻘﺎق ﺣد ادﻧﻰ وﺣد اﻋﻠﻰ ﻗﻣﻧﺎ . اﻹﻋﺗﯾﺎدﯾﺔ
ﺗم  ؛إﺿﺎﻓﺔ ً إﻟﻰ ذﻟك  .hcsobreK-norBوارزﻣﯾﺔ اﻟﺣل اﻷﻣﺛل اﻟﻣﺣﺻل ﻋﻠﯾﺔ ﺑﺈﺳﺗﺧدام ﺧﻣن 
 ﻌﻣﯾل وﺗﺻﺎل ﻏﯾر ﻣﺛﺎﻟﯾﺔ ﺑﯾن اﻟﻻاﻧوات ﻗﺑﯾﺋﺔ ﻣن دراﺳﺔ أداء اﻟﻧﻣوذج اﻟﻣﻘﺗراح ﻓﻲ وﺟود 
ﺗﺿﺎرب ﻓﻲ اﻟﺷﺑﺔ واﻟﺗﻲ ﯾﺗم ﺗﻐذﯾﺗﮭﺎ ﻋﻛﺳﯾﺎ  ًﻋﻣﻠﯾﺎت  ﺣدثﺗ ذة اﻟﺣﺎﻻتھﻣﺛل ﻲ ﻓ .اﻟﺧﺎدم
ﻓﺈن ﻣﻘدار اﻟﺷك ﻋن ﺣدوث إﺳﺗﻼم ﻟﻠﻣﻠف ﺑواﺳطﺔ اﻟﻌﻣﯾل  ؛ﻟذاﻟكﺗﯾﺟﺔ ﻧﻟﺧﺎدﻣﺎت اﻟﺷﺑﻛﺔ. 
ﻣوذج اﻟﺗﺣﻣﯾل اﻹﻋﺗﯾﺎدي ﺑدون أﺧذ اﻟﺧﺎدﻣﺎت ﻧاﻟﻣﺳﺗﮭدف ﻗد ﺗدﻓﻊ ﺑﺧﺎدم اﻟﺷﺑﻛﺔ ﺑﺄن ﯾﻘوم ﺑﺈﻋﺗﻣﺎد 
وﺗﻘﻠﯾل اﻟﺗﺿﺎرب ﻓﻲ ﻣﺛل ھذة  اﻟﻣﻠﻔﺎت اﻟﻣرﺳﻠﺔ ﺧﺗﯾﺎرﻹﻛﻔؤة ﺑﻌﻣﻠﯾﺔ ﻠﻘﯾﺎم ﻟاﻟﻣﺟﺎورة ﻓﻲ اﻹﻋﺗﺑﺎر. 
ﻟﻠﺣﺻول ﻋﻠﻰ أﻓﺿل ﺗﻘدﯾر  )LM(ﯾﻘوم ﺧﺎدم اﻟﺷﺑﻛﺔ ﺑﺈﺳﺗﺧدام طرﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﺗﺷﺎﺑﺔ اﻷﻛﺑر  ؛اﻟﺑﯾﺋﺔ
  ﻟﻠﺣﺎﻟﺔ اﻟﺣﺎﻟﯾﺔ ﻟﻠﺷﺑﻛﺔ وﻟﻠﻘﯾﺎم ﺑﺗﺣدﯾث اﻟرﺳم اﻟﺑﯾﺎﻧﻲ ﻟﻠﺷﺑﻛﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺣﺳب ھذة اﻟﻘراءة.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, an exponential growth of storage systems capacity has been
witnessed as the need for storing e-mails, photos and videos has increased. This
growth encouraged the development of new data storage techniques in order to
enhance the two major performance indicators of data storage systems, namely, re-
liability and availability [1, 2]. To this end, new research field has emerged known
as distributed storage networks (DSNs) coding. In which, distributed storage over
multiple storage nodes with an appropriate content repetition was considered as
the easiest and most potential solution to improve the availability and reliability
of storage systems [1, 3]. One storage technique is full replication of the same
data in multiple storage units, which imposes extremely high storage overhead.
Another storage technique that can provide better redundancy-reliability trade-
off is Erasure Coding (EC) (a scheme designed to protect data against partial
data loss events). In erasure coding, the data file is divided into file chunks,
encoded and expanded with some redundant data, which are stored among differ-
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ent storage nodes. If data become corrupted at some storage nodes, the system
would be able to extract the damaged data from the information about it stored
elsewhere in the system [3, 4, 5]. On the other hand, DSNs have also attracted
more interest lately to improve system availability and to efficiently schedule the
process of downloading data from these storage nodes (servers) to nodes (clients)
demand files. With the emergence of smart phones, the 4G and 5G cellular net-
work architectures, the data download problem has become more attractive in
the wireless scenarios. Consequently, the data download problem was mutated
from a conventional full package download problem into a download completion
problem [6, 7]. The huge storage capabilities of modern client equipment enable
these devices to benefit from the already downloaded data pieces and request
only the missed ones. These advances in client equipment gave birth to a new
scheduling and routing scheme called Network Coding (NC). Network coding is
the concept of packets blending at the transmitter or the intermediate points in
order to attain uttermost information usefulness of each encoded packet [8, 9, 10].
The works in [1, 2, 11] introduced network coding as an intelligent file storage
method with convenient redundancy. By storing the data in a proper way with
some acceptable redundancy, the system can retrieve the content of a failing node
from the other nodes. In [2], a simple regenerating coding method was developed
for DSNs. In this coding method the system is able to retrieve missing files stored
over multiple storage servers. A tree-structured connectivity model consists of a
single queue connected to a set of storage servers, that receives and schedule user
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requests for content was proposed in [11]. However, this approach did not take
into account two practical characteristics of DSNs. First, the DSNs can operate
in multipoint-to-multipoint system model. The multipoint-to-multipoint DSNs
model is attractive in many applications due to the remarkable provided higher
system availability and the reduction of the client-block events probabilities. Sec-
ond, some of the storage files have already been downloaded by the clients. To
minimize the time required to download other files, these downloaded files can
be utilized as clients side information. Moreover, file transmission from servers in
both wireless and wired networks suffer from channel impairments which lead to
file corruption. File corruption introduces an additional downloading overhead in
order to request for corrupted files re-transmission.
Another two main network coding approaches have been investigated in the
literature, namely the full network coding (FNC) approach [12, 13] and the op-
portunistic network coding (ONC) approach [14, 15]. In FNC, all the packets
are mixed together with deterministic or random non-zero finite field coefficients.
Consequently, a client should manipulate all the packets of a certain frame before
starting to decode. On the other hand, ONC utilizes the knowledge of previ-
ously downloaded packets at each client to efficiently select the encoded packet
combinations that would ensure the decodability of encoded packets after each
transmission for all clients or a subset of them. A type of opportunistic network
coding named instantly decodable network coding (IDNC) in which the transmit-
ted coded packet is decodable at the same instant. In IDNC, the low decoding
3
delay and no buffering requirement are considered as the most appealing prop-
erties which are applicable for a wider range of real-time transmissions [16, 17].
Moreover, IDNC encoding can be implemented using simple equipment due to
the fact that the encoding and the decoding processes are binary XOR operations
only [18, 19, 17].
The completion time minimization problem for point-to-multipoint (PMP)
networks using IDNC assuming erasure channels on the forward links from the
transmitter to the receivers was considered in [20, 21]. The results showed that
the best scheduling scheme is the one that gives higher chance to those receivers
that require more packets and suffers from worst channel conditions. Another
major extension to the IDNC completion time problem was proposed in [22, 23],
where feedback loss events involved in the PMP system model are considered.
Our problem differs from this (conventional) IDNC completion time minimization
problem in that multiple transmitters transmit at the same time. This introduces
an additional scheduling challenge to avoid targeting the same receiver by more
than one transmitter at the same time epoch. To the best of our knowledge,
this work introduces a novel conflict-free IDNC algorithm suitable for distributed
storage systems (or any multipoint-to-multipoint system) involving simultaneous
transmissions from multiple transmitters. Consequently, this paradigm triggered
the following essential question: In DSNs, can we upgrade the point-to-multipoint
(PMP) IDNC network coding to be conflict-free IDNC when applied in multipoint-
to-multipoint (MMP) systems with perfect, erasure and lossy feedback channels?
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To answer the aforementioned question, a novel conflict-free IDNC algorithm
that can be applied to MMP systems that involve simultaneous transmissions is
developed. Our algorithm aims at both reducing the completion time and ensuring
conflict-free transmissions under perfect or erasure channel conditions. To further
reduce complexity, we devise a channel-aware heuristic algorithm to find the max-
imum weighted independent set in the dual conflict IDNC graph. We compare
the performance of our proposed dual conflict IDNC algorithm and conventional
IDNC. We extend the study of the completion time minimization problem of
conflict-free IDNC to the lossy feedback (LF) environment. The stochastic short-
est path (SSP) problem 1 in perfect feedback was extended to partially observable
SSP (POSSP) formulation, reflecting the uncertainties resulting from unheard
feedback events. This formulation is then utilized to identify the maximum like-
lihood (ML) state of the system in events of unheard feedback, which is then
employed to determine a partially blind dual conflict IDNC graph update. We
derive approximation for the chromatic number 2 of the dual conflict IDNC graph
assuming systematic fixed file placement is utilized at the servers, perfect channel
conditions, and that each client wants only one file. Thus we derived a lower and
an upper bounds of the conflict-free IDNC algorithm performance in this special
case.
1SSP problem is a class of probabilistic planning problems which describe a wide range of
possible scenarios where the purpose of the active agent is to reach a goal state in the minimum
costly way from any non-goal state using actions with probabilistic outcomes.
2chromatic number is the smallest needed labels or colors required to color the vertices of
graph so that any two adjacent vertices do not share the same colour.
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1.1 Introduction to Distributed Storage Networks
DSNs
The last decade has seen an exponential growth of the need to scalable, reliable and
continuously operational data storage systems as the need for storing the E-mails,
YouTube videos, Facebook notes, Instagram pictures, Dropbox shared files and
so on, increased. Storage system scalability implies that the system will remain
working efficiently with the significant increase in the number of users connected to
the system. In the other hand, the system has the ability to optimize the required
resources to fit the reduction in the number of the users [24]. Another desired
property of a storage system is reliability, storage system reliability is a measure
of the system ability to overcome the unpredictable catastrophes [25]. Distributed
Storage Network (DSN) (a.k.a. cloud storage system) is considered as the easiest
and the most interesting solution to reliably store and retrieve data. DSN is a
storage system where the data stored over multiple servers with proper redundancy
[26]. Distributing the content over multiple servers enhances the scalability; the
system controller can add more servers to fit the increasing number of users. The
benefits of distributing the data over multiple servers, of course, do not come
without cost (the overheads of creating, maintaining and updating the servers
content). Another major challenge distributed storage networks system has to
address is skewing in the data load, which can either be in the distribution of
data items or data access over the servers in the system [27]. DSN is a high-speed
network whose primary purpose is the transfer of data between storage elements.
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A DSN consists of a set of (1) storage nodes or servers located in different locations,
(2) communication infrastructures, which provides physical connections among
these servers and also between the servers and the clients and (3) data placement
controller, which includes a management layer to organize the storage servers, the
connections and distribute the data among the servers [28]. In modern wireless
sensor networks and applications based on sensor networks, obtaining incessant
and reliable storage over distributed unreliable nodes is a desirable option for
robust data recovery, especially in emergency or catastrophic scenarios [4, 5]. The
most common model by which data and files are transferred on the Internet is
the client-server model. A distributed server transmits the file to each client that
requests it. The clients usually speak to the server, not to each other. The major
merits of this model are that it is simple to set up and implement and the files are
always available since the servers will be dedicated to serve the clients, therefore
the clients are always on and connected to the Internet. Applications involve peer-
to-peer storage systems and storage in large data centers such as TotalRecall and
OceanStore use nodes distributed across the Internet for distributed file storage.
1.1.1 Servers content replication
One crucial factor in any storage system is replication offset. Full redundant is
the simplest replication scheme in which the the content of a server replicates
into other redundant servers. In addition to the simplicity, full redundant scheme
achieved a remarkable performance in optimizing the load balancing dilemma and
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also its disaster recovery capability depends on the number of the replicas [29].
RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks; originally inexpensive disks) is
an application that adopts full redundant scheme. In RAID, identical content
is repeated in multiple storage disks. Since multiple disks enhances fault toler-
ance, storing data redundantly also increases the mean time between failures [30].
The full redundant scenario (all the nodes store the same data with one hundred
percent repetition) is the safest option but its cost is very high. The literature
in [1, 2, 11] introduce the network coding as an intelligent file (or file chunks)
storing method with acceptable redundancy. By storing the data in a proper way
with some acceptable redundancy we can retrieve the content of a failed server
from the other servers. The other servers can retrieve the data by downloading a
convenient subset of the encoded files, so that this subset is sufficient to retrieve
the lost data. The most popular encoding method is erasure coding, which will
be discussed in the following section.
1.1.2 Erasure Coding (EC)
Erasure coding is an algorithm that allows the retrieval of destroyed (missing)
data pieces from a set of original (survived) data pieces. Erasure coding is a gen-
eralization of replication that does not require to repeat all the server content and
it achieves a remarkable redundancy-reliability trade-off compared to the classical
replication-based systems. Erasure coding algorithm runs to generate additional
encoded data pieces and these encoded data pieces scattered among the servers
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[3]. Erasure coding provides much higher disaster recovery capability compared
to full replication scheme, however, it introduces higher computational complex-
ity [3, 2]. To enable the missed files retrieval, different erasure coding algorithms
were developed (refer to [1, 2] and references therein). The following equation:
n = k + m represents the recovery tolerance offered by erasure coding. Where
k is the number of original files, m stands for the redundant or the additional
files that are embedded to provide immunity against unexpected failures and the
overall number of files resulted by the erasure coding process is denoted by n.
A subclass of the EC is the Simple Regenerating Codes (SRC) proposed in [2].
In SRC the server content divided into equally sized files and the encoding pro-
cess can be implemented using binary XOR. Binary XOR encoding method has
attractive properties such as implementation simplicity and the slight encoding-
decoding delay. To show the retrieval process of the failed server content using
SRC scheme, let us consider the following simple example:
A distributed storage system with 4 storage servers each server stores 2 files, the
content of servers is as follows:
s1 stores {f1, f2}.
s2 stores {f3, f4}.
s3 stores {f5, f6}.
s4 stores {f7, f8}.
Once any server failed, the system can not retrieve the lost data stored in that
server. To make this system immune against one server fail disaster, additional
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file storage capacity will be embedded in the storage capacity of the servers. Each
server will be of size 3 files and the new added file slots will stored the encoded
files as follows:
s1 stores {f1, f2, f4 ⊕ f5}.
s2 stores {f3, f4, f6 ⊕ f7}.
s3 stores {f5, f6, f1 ⊕ f8}.
s4 stores {f7, f8, f2 ⊕ f3}.
The resulted system has the ability to retrieve the content of any failed server.
When the content of a single server is lost due to unpredictable catastrophe, the
system controller starts the recovery process by decoding the information stored
in the survived servers.
Fig. 1.1 illustrates the system with Server 2 out of service and the retrieval
process of Server 2 content. To ensure uninterrupted system availability the re-
trieved information can be stored temporary in another backup server until the
failed server be maintained. In this example, the extra storage space required to
enable the system to recover one server failure disasters is 4 file slots. On the
other hand, the full redundant scheme required 8 extra slots to achieve the same
recovery capability.
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Figure 1.1: The repair of Sever 2 using simple regenerating codes.
A systematic approach for placement of the original and encoded files and also
the encoding approach was introduced in [2], the authors proved that the coding
rate (space efficiency) of the SRC which equals to the ratio of the storage space
required to store the original (uncoded) information, to the total storage space
required approaches 2
3
, and the server failure tolerance is one fourth the total
number of servers.
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1.2 Introduction to Network Coding (NC)
Communication networks are a predominant component of the modern life. Ev-
erywhere around us, machines and people exchange information at different scales,
speeds and throughputs. The network is everywhere: from small number of con-
nected devices such as Bluetooth networks, which are short-range wireless inter-
connection of computers, cellular phones and other electronic devices, passing by
all voice communications that the local phone company offers and all the mobile
communication technologies and standards to the wide expanse of connectedness
rely on TCP/IP protocols, that literally make the communication networks out of
thin air. Regarding the design of communication networks, one fundamental issue
should be taken into account, how network traffic is delivered between network
terminals. This crucial issue will identify the utilizing efficiency of the network
resources. Modern Communication network topologies allow independent data
stream to share the same network resources. The transmission nature of wire-
less networks requires simultaneous transmissions which typically result in some
packets to be lost, therefore the transmitter requires to re-transmit the missed
packets. This paradigm has initiated a new area of research, namely network cod-
ing. Network coding (NC) is a new technique in communication networks, where
the transmitter or the intermediate nodes are allowed to combine (code) the data
and perform coding operations on the contents of the packets, normally with-
out changing the packet size to maximize the information utility of each encoded
packet. Network Coding attracts the attention of many researchers as a scheduling
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and routing scheme that can achieve remarkable enhancement in the information
flow with different network transmission modes and topologies [8, 9, 31]. Network
coding allows the transmitter or the intermediate nodes to perform algebraic op-
erations inside the network. The algebraic operations and the mixture of data
lead to more secure data exchange. In network coding, the transmitted data does
not depend only on single packet but also on the contents of other packets that
happen to be mixed together and sharing the same channel/route at the same time
of transmission. For this reason, communication networks with network coding
is more secure and more immune against hacking, eavesdropping and other forms
of attack than networks with traditional data transmission. In the literature, two
main network coding approaches can be considered, namely Full Network Coding
(FNC) [12, 13] and Opportunistic Network Coding (ONC) [14, 15]. In the FNC
approach, the wanted packets are coded all together with random or deterministic
coefficients. Consequently, in FNC all the wanted packets are encoded and trans-
mitted to the receivers, this leads to high computation complexity. On the other
hand, the feedback-based or the ONC approach takes advantage of the receivers
side information (the existed and the wanted packets) and then carefully select
the suitable packets combination to insure the decodability of encoded packet in
each encoded transmission for all the receivers or a subset of them.
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1.2.1 Instantly Decodable Network Coding (IDNC)
IDNC is a type of the feedback-base or the ONC, in which the encoded IDNC
packets are selected to be decodable at the same instant by a subset of the re-
ceivers (or hopefully all the receivers) with out the need to be stored for future
decoding. IDNC has attractive characteristics for vast range of applications, these
characteristics such as its shorter decoding delay and no decoding buffer require-
ments [21]. Moreover, the encoding and the decoding in the IDNC is done using
bitwise binary XOR, which requires simple circuits in both the encoder and the
decoder sides. One scheme to find the possible IDNC files combination is the
IDNC graph which will be discussed in the next section.
1.2.2 IDNC Graph
In order to model the completion problem in a system that consists of a transmitter
(a server in our literature) storing a set of files and a set of receivers (clients in
our literature). The sever aims to deliver a subset of the packets (files in our
literature) missed by each client. We need to find an illustration of the possible
file combinations, those are decodable at the same instant by all the clients or
any subset of them. In [21, 32, 33] a graph model was introduced to represent the
possible IDNC file combinations called IDNC graph. The IDNC graph G(V , E) is
an undirected graph 3 consists of a finite set of vertices V and adjacency edges
E , each vertex vjk represents a wanted file fk by a given client cj and each edge
3An undirected graph is a graph in which edges have no orientation.
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connects two vertices vj1k1 and vj2k2 represents an opportunity to perform XORing
between file fk1 and file fk2 . The server can built the IDNC graph G(V , E) each
time it needs to select an IDNC file combination. Based on the feedback from the
clients, the server will build the log matrix L(s) defined as follows:
L(s) = [lj,k] =

0, client j already has file k
1, client j wants file k
−1, otherwise
(1.1)
Each wanted file will be represented by a vertex in the IDNC graph, any two
vertices vj1,k1 and vj2,k2 represent two wanted files fk1 and fk2 induced by to
different clients cj1 and cj2 should be set connected by an edge represents encoding
opportunity if either one of the following conditions is satisfied:
 C1: file fk1 = file fk2
 C2: client cj1 already has file fk2 AND client cj2 already has file fk1
Condition (C1) implies that the server can target two different clients cj1 and cj2
by a file fk1 if the two vertices represent the same file, whereas condition (C2)
implies that the server can target two different clients cj1 and cj2 by the encoded
file fk1 ⊕ fk1 and each client will be able to extract its wanted file from it.
The IDNC graph represents all the encoding opportunities and the most preferable
transmission pattern is the one induced by XORing all the files corresponding to
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the Maximum Clique 4 in the IDNC graph G(V , E).
(a) Server content and the clients’ requests and contents.
(b) The coresponding Log matrix.
(c) IDNC graph with maximum clique shown in darker colour
(d) Download pattern corresponding to the maximum clique in the IDNC graph.
Figure 1.2: IDNC Graph Formulation - Numerical Examble.
4A clique is a group of vertices in the same graph in which every pair of vertices is adjacent
[34].
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Fig.1.2 illustrate a numerical example of the IDNC graph formulation. A
server stores {f1, f2, f3, f4} and and 5 clients with the following requests and
contents:
client c1 already has {f1, f3}, and wants to download {f2}.
client c2 already has {f2, f4}, and wants to download {f1}.
client c3 already has {f2}, and wants to download {f3}.
client c4 already has {f2, f4}, and wants to download {f1}.
client c5 already has {f1}, and wants to download {f2, f4}.
Based on these contents and requests the server builds the Log matrix as shown
in Fig.1.2b. The IDNC graph for the system at this state shown in Fig.1.2c, the
vertices represent the maximum clique are marked by darker colour, the selected
vertices induced by files f1, f2. Hence, The IDNC combination f1⊕f2 will be sent
and some bits will be added to the combination by the server to inform the clients
that this combination represents f1 ⊕ f2. The corresponding download schedule
is shown in Fig.1.2d and each client will decode the IDNC file as follows :
 Clients c1 and c5 already have f1, so they can extract f2 by f1⊕(f1⊕f2) = f2.
 Clients c2 and c4 already have f2, so they can extract f1 by f2⊕(f1⊕f2) = f1.
 Client c3 already has f2 and the wanted file chunk is f3, so the combination
f1 ⊕ f2 will not serve this client.
The download schedule of the IDNC requires 3 transmission slots to deliver
all the required files. In the other hand, the required transmission slots is 4 if no
coding tacks place.
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1.2.3 IDNC Conflict Graph
IDNC conflict graph is an undirected graph that represents the encoding conflicts.
Since any pair of vertices represent two files can be either encoded together or not,
the IDNC conflict graph will be the complement of the IDNC graph. The server
generates the IDNC conflict graph as a set of vertices each vertex represent a
wanted file and any two vertices vj1,k1 and vj2,k2 should be set connected by an
edge represents encoding conflict if both of the following conditions apply:
 fk1 6= fk2
 client cj1 does not possess fk2 OR client cj2 does not possess fk1
Figure 1.3: IDNC Conflict graph, dark colour representes vertices of the maximum
independent set.
These conditions are the complement of the encoding conditions discussed in
the previous section. The maximum independent set 5 of the IDNC conflict graph
is represented by the same set of vertices which forms the maximum clique in the
IDNC opportunities graph. Hence, the download patterns corresponding to the
maximum independent set of the IDNC conflict graph and the maximum clique
of the IDNC graph are identical. Fig.1.3 shows the IDNC conflict graph for the
system in Fig.1.2.
5An independent set is a group of pairwise nonadjacent vertices [34].
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1.3 Thesis Scope
1.3.1 System Model and Parameters Definition
System and Data Model
The system model of interest comprises a distributed storage network including a
set of Ns storage servers S = {si}Nsi=1, a set of Nf files F = {fk}Nfk=1, and a set of
Nc clients C = {cj}Ncj=1. Each server si stores a subset of F named the server Has
and it is denoted by Hsi . Any file in F can be duplicated among the Has sets of
the servers. For this model, it is assumed that all the files in the library are stored
in the servers collectively (i.e.,
⋃Ns
i=1Hsi = F). Each client cj also stores some
files in its Has set (Hcj) from previous downloads. For simplicity of analysis, it
is assumed that files are equally sized, and that all servers have the same storage
capacity. The file download time is measured in download time-units (DTU). The
storage servers (transmitters) are assumed to operate on orthogonal channels and
at each download time epoch, the reception frequency of each client is tuned to
only one server.
Parameters and Definitions
Let pij be the file corruption probability observed by client cj on the down-link
channel with server si. Also, let qij be the feedback corruption probability ob-
served by client cj on the up-link channel with server si. It is intuitive to assume
that qij < pij due to the larger size of the files on the down-link as compared
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to up-link, and the lower data rates at the up-link. Let Ps be the probability
that a given file is stored at a given server. Since all the servers have the same
storage capacity and each server stores (S = |Hsi |) of non-duplicated files, Ps can
be expressed as
Ps =
S
Nf
. (1.2)
Let Hj = |Hcj | be the side information at the client cj. The average side infor-
mation at all clients can be expressed as H = ( 1
Nc
)
∑Nc
j=1Hj (the average number
of the files already stored at the client), then the probability that a given file is
already stored at a given client (Pc) can be expressed as
Pc =
H
Nf
. (1.3)
In addition, let Dj = |Wcj | be the number of the demanded (wanted) files by
client cj. The average number of the wanted files by all clients can be expressed as
D = ( 1
Nc
)
∑Nc
j=1Dj (the average number of the files wanted and not downloaded
by the client), then the probability that a given file is wanted by a given client
(Pw) can be expressed as
Pw =
D
Nf
. (1.4)
Finally, the repetition index 1 ≤ R ≤ Ns can be defined as the average number of
file copies stored in all servers, and can be expressed as
R =
NsS
Nf
= NsPs. (1.5)
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1.3.2 problem statement
In this section we will discuss the main motivations that lead to this work and
how they are important to the field of research in network coding area. As can be
noticed from the literature, all the previous studies have considered IDNC network
coding scheme to minimize the completion delay in point-to-multipoint systems.
Despite the merits of these studies, they did not consider multipoint-to-multipoint
systems model. The conventional IDNC has shown remarkable improvements in
the performance of point-to-multipoint networks. However, applying the conven-
tional IDNC on multipoint-to-multipoint system may caused simultaneous trans-
missions to the same client. Since the client can decode only one IDNC file at
each DTU, these transmissions are resources squandering, and they lead to per-
formance and efficiency degradation. The next section shows a numerical example
to show the necessity of conflict-free transmission in any multipoint-to-multipoint
system adopts IDNC network coding.
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1.3.3 Motivating Example
Let us consider the simple example shown in Fig. 1.4, which includes 3 storage
servers having Hs1 = {f1, f2, f5}, Hs2 = {f1, f4, f5}, Hs3 = {f2, f3, f5}, and 6
clients having the following contents and requests:
Hc1 = {f1}, and Wc1 = {f5}.
Hc2 = {f1, f5}, and Wc2 = {f4}.
Hc3 = {f3, f5}, and Wc3 = {f2}.
Hc4 = {f4}, and Wc4 = {f1}.
Hc5 = {f1, f3}, and Wc5 = {f2}.
Hc6 = {f1, f2}, and Wc6 = {f3}.
Assuming no corruption occurs, without using network coding at this system, the
download process requires 2 DTUs and can be performed as follows:
 DTU 1 :
– s1 sends f2: to c3 AND c5.
– s2 sends f1: to c4.
– s3 sends f3: to c6.
 DTU 2 :
– s1 sends f5: to c1.
– s2 sends f4: to c2.
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In the conventional PMP network coding case (as in [20]), based on the feedback
from the clients, each server si will generate its log matrix L(si) as follows
L(si) = [lj,k] ∀ cj ∈ C and fk ∈ Hsi s.t. lj,k =

0, cj already has fk
1, cj wants fk
−1, otherwise
(1.6)
Given the log matrices, each server can build its IDNC conflict graph given its
own log matrix.
Any two vertices vj1,k1 and vj2,k2 are set connected by an edge represents coding
conflict if both of the two following conditions are satisfied:
 fk1 6= fk2
 fk1 /∈ Hcj2 OR fk2 /∈ Hcj1
Note that these conditions represent logical complementary conditions to the ones
used in generating the conventional IDNC graph in [20].
Each server finds its maximum independent set and transmits the correspond-
ing coded files to the targeted clients. Fig. 1.4a illustrates the separate IDNC
conflict graphs built by the servers and the resultant maximum independent sets
(shown in darker colour in the figures).
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(a) Separated IDNC conflict graphs of s1, s2 and s3
respectively.
(b) Download pattern corresponding to separated
IDNC solution.
(c) Conflict-free transmission pattern to serve the
clients.
Figure 1.4: Motivating Example
In this case, the servers transmitting pattern in the first DTU will be:
 s1 sends f2: to c3 AND c5.
 s2 sends f1 ⊕ f4: c2 AND c4 can decode it.
 s3 sends f2 ⊕ f3: c3, c5 AND c6 can decode it.
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This download pattern is shown in Fig. 1.4b. The figure depicts several cases
where the same client are served by two different servers. For instance, servers
s1 and s3 both delivers f2 to client c3 which can only receive from one of them.
This event will be called a transmission conflict which is undesirable. At the same
time, c1 is not served by non of the servers, this will make the overall download
time equals to 2 DTUs. As a result, the no coding scenario and the conventional
IDNC have the same performance.
This example raises the question of whether a better download pattern can be
found to reduce the download time. By careful examination, the files download
process can be achieved in only 1 DTU if the servers adopt the following download
pattern and coded transmissions:
 s1 sends f5: to c1.
 s2 sends f1 ⊕ f4: c2 AND c4 can decode it.
 s3 sends f2 ⊕ f3: c3, c5 AND c6 can decode it.
This transmission pattern is shown in Fig. 1.4c, where it can be noticed that only
1 DTU is needed to serve all clients. Thus, a better solution can be obtained
when transmission conflicts are compromised, despite that may result in a sub-
optimal coding schedule for some of the servers. The question is how to find such a
solution for an arbitrary number of clients, files and servers. A novel dual-conflict
graph model that will be introduced in the next chapter can be used to find these
download pattern and coded transmissions systematically.
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1.4 Thesis Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, this thesis introduces the first conflict-free IDNC al-
gorithm suitable for distributed storage systems (or any multipoint-to-multipoint
system) involving transmissions from multiple transmitters. Our contributions on
this work can be summarized into three points as follows:
 We design a novel conflict-free IDNC suitable for file download from any
MPM system. The completion delay problem is formulated as a SSP prob-
lem and for simplicity, a heuristic channel-aware algorithm is designed to
solve the completion delay problem in such systems. The simulation results
show that the proposed conflict-free IDNC achieves a remarkable enhance-
ment in the average download time required to deliver the missed files, com-
pared to the application of the conventional IDNC approach separately at
the servers. This work was published in [35].
 We extend the system model to involve lossy feedback environment. The
SSP problem formulation in perfect feedback is updated to a POSSP formu-
lation reflecting the uncertainties resulting from unheard feedback events in
the lossy feedback environment. A maximum Likelihood estimator is derived
to minimize the completion delay under LF environments.
 We approximate the chromatic number of the new dual conflict graph. This
enable as to find meaningful lower and upper bounds of the performance of
the proposed conflict-free IDNC algorithm.
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1.5 Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. The second chapter introduces
a novel conflict-free IDNC algorithm based on a graph model that guarantees
conflict-free IDNC transmissions, the completion delay problem in Multipoint-to-
Multipoint systems is formulated as a SSP problem and for solution simplicity
the chapter introduces a proposed heuristic algorithm to solve it. The completion
delay problem in a Multipoint-to-Multipoint system with Lossy Feedback (LF)
environments is studied in chapter 3. The completion delay minimizing policy
based on Maximum Likelihood rule in such environment is derived and also two
other possible minimizing policies are studied in the simulations. In chapter 4, the
chromatic number of the dual conflict graph and lower and upper bounds of the
performance of the proposed algorithm are derived. Finally, chapter five conclude
the work by highlighting the main contributions and conclusions acquired in this
thesis. It also suggests some future works in the field of network coding.
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CHAPTER 2
CONFLICT-FREE IDNC
NETWORK CODING
2.1 Motivation
This chapter introduces a systematic approach that enables the transmitted server
to select conflict-free IDNC files combination in a distributed storage network
or any multipoint-to-multipoint system. A heuristic channel-aware algorithm is
designed to solve the completion delay problem based on maximum weighted
vertex search scheme. The proposed algorithm can be implemented in centralized
and distributed forms. This can be achieved with a significant reduction in the
average download time compared to using the conventional IDNC approach at
each server separately.
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2.2 Conflict-Free IDNC Network Coding
In order to avoid transmission conflicts, we need to find a comprehensive repre-
sentation that includes transmission and coding conflicts in one paradigm. The
dual conflict IDNC graph model is proposed to represents these two types of con-
flicts in one augmented graph model. The proposed dual conflict IDNC graph G
consists of a set of vertices and a set of undirected edges generated as follows:
Vertex Set:
Given the augmented log matrix L(s1, s2, . . . , sNs) (constructed by aligning the
log matrices of all the servers, shown in Fig. 2.1a for the example in Fig. 1.4),
create a vertex vi,j,k ∀ cj ∈ C and fk ∈ Hsi ∩Wcj (Only files that are required by
cj and at the same time, it is stored in the server si.).
Coding Conflict Edges:
Any pair of vertices vi,j1,k1 and vi,j2,k2 in G, are set to be adjacent by an undirected
edge that represents a coding conflict both of them are induced by the same server
and the following condition applies:
 fk1 6= fk2 but fk1 /∈ Hcj2 OR fk2 /∈ Hcj1 . In this case, fk1 and fk2 are wanted
by two different clients. However, one client at least does not store the other
wanted file. Accordingly, the combination fk1⊕fk2 will not be useful for the
client to extract its own requested file.
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Transmission Conflict Edges:
Any pair of vertices vi1,j1,k1 and vi2,j2,k2 in G, are set adjacent by an undirected
edge that represents a transmission conflict if j1 = j2 AND i1 6= i2. In other
words, any pair of vertices symbolizing the simultaneous transmission from two
different storage servers to the same client will be set adjacent.
(a) The augmented log matrix of s1, s2 and s3.
(b) Dual-conflict IDNC graph of the example in Sec.
1.3.3. dark colour represents vertices of the maxi-
mum independent set.
Figure 2.1: The augmented matrix and the proposed dual conflict graph for the
example in Sec. 1.3.3.
Any maximal independent set in this graph will be without both transmission
and coding conflicts. Moreover, The most preferable transmission schedule is the
one induced by the maximum independent set in G. Fig. 2.1b shows the dual-
conflict graph of the example in Sec. 1.3.3, and the maximum independent set
(represented by darker colour in the figures). In this case the download pattern
will be identical to that in Fig. 1.4c.
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2.3 Proposed Solution using Dual-Conflict Graph
Let us define the system state in which all the clients have received all the wanted
files as the goal-state S∗. Assuming that at any arbitrary time instant t the
system operates at non-goal state St (the remoteness of St from the goal-state S∗
is subject to the want set of each client). Our goal is to fetch the system as fast
as possible to the goal-state S∗, with minimum number of transitions (DTUs).
The system moves from a given state to another state based on the transmitted
IDNC file, to this end the problem is a shortest path problem. However, the
erasure events occur in the forward sub-channel between the transmitted server
and the targeted client impose randomness on the transition to another state or
even staying at the same state (if all the client did not receive the IDNC file).
Consequently, the minimum completion delay problem in the perfect feedback
environment can be formulated as a SSP problem as shown in the next section.
2.3.1 SSP Formulation for Perfect Feedback Environment
SSP is a class of probabilistic planning problems which describe a wide range
of possible scenarios where the purpose of the active agent is to reach a goal
state in the minimum costly way from any non-goal state using actions with
probabilistic outcomes. The minimum completion delay problem has the same
problem structure as a SSP problem where the possible state space, action space,
transition probabilities and the state-action cost can be defined as follows.
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 State Space:
Due to the fact that the client can tune to a single server at each time epoch,
states space can be considered as all the possibilities of the augmented log
matrix that could take place until completion.
 Action Space:
The action space for each state can be defined as the set that contains
all possible dual-conflict IDNC graph’s maximal independent sets can be
generated from the augmented log matrix of this state.
 State-Action Transition Probabilities :
The system will stay at the same state or transit to another state based
on the action (i.e., transmission pattern corresponding to selecting a given
IDNC file) taken at any state. This action identifies the targeted clients by
the servers, consequently it identifies the sub-channels and and the proba-
bility of files corruption between each client and the serving server.
 State-Action Cost :
One DTU is the cost of each action taken by the servers towards the goal-
state S∗.
It is clear that this SSP has the dimensionality problem due to the size expo-
nential growth of both action space O
(
3
NsNcNf
3
)
and the state space O
(
2NcNf
)
.
Accordingly, solving this problem optimally is intractable, and an efficient heuris-
tic algorithm is required to solve it.
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2.3.2 Maximum Weighted Vertex Search Algorithm
Based on the fact that the process of finding the maximum independent set in a
given graph is considered as NP-hard problem, a heuristic algorithm that finds a
maximal independent set through a maximum weight vertex search approach is
designed. From IDNC’s properties, the download time is lower bounded by the
want set size of the client that needs the greatest number of files. Consequently,
we need to address the maximum number of clients with large want sets in each
transmission. Furthermore, in lossy environment, the client needs to tune to the
server with the best channel. We first assign a raw weight w′ijk to each vertex vi,j,k
in G. This weight reflects the size of the wants set of cj, and also the probability
of file reception at client cj from server si. This raw weight is defined as follows
w′ijk = (1− pij)|Wj|. (2.1)
Where, the raw weight defined in (2.1) can be used for both cases, one or mul-
tiple file request (in the former case, |Wj|= 1), and it also applicable for both
corruption-free and corrupted environments (in the former environment, pij = 0).
We define the non-adjacency indicator of vertices vi1,j1,k1 and vi2,j2,k2 (ai1j1k1,i2j2k2)
as follows
ai1j1k1,i2j2k2 =

1, vi1,j1,k1 is not connected to vi2,j2,k2
0, vi1,j1,k1 is connected to vi2,j2,k2 .
(2.2)
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Finally, the vertex modified weight wijk is defined as
wijk(G) = w′ijk
∑
∀vxyz∈G
w′xyz · aijk,xyz. (2.3)
Hence, a vertex with the highest modified weight has two attractive aspects. The
first aspect, it is disjointed to a large number of vertices. The second aspect, these
vertices are induced by clients with high raw weight w′ijk. With these definition
Algorithm 2.1 Maximum Weighted Vertex Search Algorithm
1: Initialization:
 Set Graph Gs ← G.
 ∀ vertices in G, compute the raw weights as in (2.1).
 Set the Selected Independent set Γ = φ.
2: repeat
3: ∀ vertex vijk ∈ Gs: Calculate wijk(Gs) as in (2.3)
4: v∗ijk ← maxvijk∈Gs{wijk(Gs)}
5: Γ = Γ ∪ v∗ijk
6: Gs ← Gs \
(
v∗ijk ∪NGs(v∗ijk)
)
7: until Gs = φ, end repeat.
8: Return the Selected independent set Γ
of the modified weights, the algorithm in Algorithm 2.1 executes iteratively. Each
iteration will be implemented as follows: first, compute the modified weight to
each vertex in the graph. Second, the maximum weighted vertex v∗ijk with the
maximum modified weight is selected and added to Γ. Finally, the new subgraph
Gs is formed by eliminating the chosen vertex v∗ijk and all the vertices those are
connected to v∗ijk (symbolized in the algorithm byNG(vijk)) from the old subgraph.
The algorithm continues running until there is no more vertices in the subgraph
Gs.
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2.3.3 Implementation Issues
We can implement the proposed conflict-free IDNC algorithm in either central-
ized or decentralized (distributed) scenario. In the former scenario, a cloud-storage
controller (that knows the side information of all clients and the stored content
at the servers) can build the dual-conflict graph and use Algorithm 2.1 to sched-
ule the conflict-free IDNC combinations at each DTU. In the latter scenario, each
server can build the dual-conflict graph separately, by exchange their knowledge of
content and the clients sub-channels parameters with each other using their back-
bone connections. Each server needs to run Algorithm 2.1 separately and finds
the conflict-free IDNC combinations that are required to be transmitted at each
DTU. Since the update rate of distributed storage networks content is significantly
low compared to the file download time DTU, our decentralized scenario can be
maintained and work appropriately at each server. In perfect feedback environ-
ment, the download patterns resulted from centralized and distributed scenarios
of the conflict-free IDNC algorithm are identical. However, in lossy feedback en-
vironment, the uncertainties induced by the unheard feedback lead to variety in
the download patterns. This is resulted from the variety of the decision in the
centralized and the distributed implementation scenarios, as will be shown in Sec.
4.4.
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2.4 Simulation Results
In this section, we introduce the simulation results of the dual-conflict IDNC al-
gorithm and the conventional PMP IDNC solution both applied to a distributed
storage system with Ns = 10 servers. In each simulated scenario, each client wants
to download a random number of files, the average value of the wanted files equals
to dNf
3
e files. At the same time, each client already has a random number of files,
the average number of the downloaded files equals to dNf
3
e files.
We assume that the probability of file corruption at the downlink channel between
any arbitrary server and client is uniformly distributed and lies in the interval
[0.01, 0.3]. During the complete file(s) download time, this file corruption proba-
bility remains unchanged. The uplink channel between any arbitrary client and
server is assumed to be corruption-free.
Fig. 2.2 illustrates the average completion delay versus the number of clients Nc,
with Nf = 100 files and each server stores 50 files which are taken randomly from
the files library that consists of 100 files. The figure depicts a remarkable reduc-
tion in the average completion delay when the conflict-free algorithm is compared
with the conventional PMP scheme, a reduction of 7 to 10 DTUs can be noticed.
We can also observe that the achieved performance degrades as the total num-
ber of clients increases. This can be explained by the fact that with increasing
the number of clients with the same number of files in each server, the trans-
mission conflicts will be fewer when the conventional IDNC approach is utilized.
This enhances its overall performance and makes it slightly closer to that of the
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conflict-free scheme. Fig. 2.3 depicts a similar comparison over a range of the
Figure 2.2: The average completion delay versus the number of clients Nc.
total number of files Nf , with Nc = 60 clients and each server stores
Nf
2
files.
We can notice performance gains achieved by the conflict-free IDNC approach in
terms of reducing the average download time for all tested values of Nf .
Fig. 2.4 illustrates the effect of the storage capacity of the server on the per-
formance of both the conventional and the conflict-free IDNC approaches with
fixed library size of Nf = 100 files and Nc = 60 clients. It can be observed from
the figure that the performance of the conventional IDNC approach increases as
the server size increases, while the conflict-free IDNC approach performance is
enhanced. This can be illustrated by the fact that the server storage capacity in-
crement allows the server to target more clients in its selected IDNC combinations
in every DTU. However, when each server finds its IDNC combinations individu-
ally, with the increase in the number of files in each server, it becomes more likely
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Figure 2.3: The average completion delay versus the number of files Nf .
Figure 2.4: The average completion delay versus the server size.
that two servers would serve the same client (i.e., a transmission conflict would
occur). So a smaller number of clients will be served on average and more time is
required to serve all the clients.
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2.5 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter we introduced a novel graph model that represents both the trans-
mission conflicts and the coding conflicts in one paradigm that is called the dual-
conflict graph. We can generate conflict-free IDNC coded transmission scheduling
that can provide more efficient scheduling scheme to serve the clients. These
conflict-free transmissions are generate by finding the maximum independent sets
in the proposed graph model. To find the maximum independent set in this graph,
a heuristic channel-aware algorithm is proposed to solve the download time mini-
mization problem after showing that its optimal solution is intractable. Simulation
results illustrated that our proposed conflict-free IDNC algorithm is superior to
the conventional IDNC in reducing the overall download time.
The next chapter introduces asymptotic upper and lower bounds of the per-
formance of the conflict-free IDNC algorithm. This is done with the assumption
that each client wants to download only one file. A comparison between the per-
formance of the proposed solution in 2.3.2 and the optimum solution that was
founded using BronKerbosch algorithm is also introduced.
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CHAPTER 3
ASYMPTOTIC UPPER AND
LOWER BOUNDS OF THE
PERFORMANCE OF THE
CONFLICT-FREE IDNC
ALGORITHM
3.1 Motivation
In this chapter, asymptotic lower and upper bounds of the conflict-free IDNC
algorithm is derived. This was done based on the chromatic number of the dual
conflict graph for a certain fixed placement policy of files in the servers. We find
an approximation to the chromatic number of the dual conflict graph (In case
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each client wants only one file) using random graph theory. The performance
of the conflict-free IDNC algorithm using the heuristic algorithm investigated in
Sec. 2.3.2 also compared with the optimum solution of the conflict-free IDNC
algorithm. We use Bron-Kerbosch algorithm to find the maximum independent
set in the dual conflict graph which leads to the optimum solution of the conflict-
free IDNC algorithm.
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 introduces a
brief introduction to the random graph theory and random graph models. In Sec-
tion 3.3 the definitions of the Binomial distribution, hypergeometric distribution
and the multivariate hypergeometric distribution are summarized. Graph coloring
and the chromatic number definition are introduced in Section 3.4. In Section 3.5,
the chromatic number of the dual conflict graph is derived using random graph
theory model. Bron-Kerbosch algorithm summarized in Section 3.6. Section 3.7
illustrates the simulation results that show that the bounds are valid for both
the fixed file placement and the random file placement policies in the servers.
Finally, Section 3.8 concludes the chapter by highlighting the main contributions
and results.
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3.2 Random Graphs
Random graphs theory initiated in [36], the authors addressed the question of
the probability of a random graph being connected. This key question is not
only interesting from a mathematical perspective, it triggered a new evolution of
graphs modeling to provide an exceptionally quantifiable graph model. Random
graph model provides convenient approximations to the average values of the
graph characteristics [37]. This enable us to avoid the complexity induced by
conventional constrained graph model. A random graph Gν,M can be defined as
a graph that is formulated by starting with a finite set of isolated vertices ν
and adding M successive edges between these vertices randomly [36]. Another
random graph model was introduced by [38]. In this model, a random graph can
be defined as a finite set of vertices and edges in which every possible edge occurs
independently with probability 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1. Each possible edge between any pair
of vertices will occur with probability pi and disappear with probability 1−pi. For
fixed pi, the two models are almost interchangeable since the maximum number
of possible edges in a given graph with ν vertices is given by
(
ν
2
)
. The number of
the graph’s edges can be approximated as M = pi
(
ν
2
)
and the graph in the former
model can be defined as Gν,pi(ν2). Random graph models are useful to extract the
properties of typical graph. These models enable the researchers to extract the
graphs properties without the intractability induced by the traditional schemes.
Moreover, random graph is considered as one of the best models used in modeling
the real-world networks such as the social networks and the Internet [39].
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3.3 Probability Theory Background
The random graph theory lies at the intersection between the probability theory
and the graph theory. In this section, some definitions of probability distribu-
tions are recalled. These distributions are involved in the derivation of the total
connectivity probability in the dual conflict graph.
3.3.1 Binomial Distribution
A random variable X is said to follow binomial distribution if it represents the
number of the possible successes in a finite sequence of n independent true or false
experiments. In every experiment, the success event occurs with fixed probability
p and the failure event occurs with probability 1−p. The binomial random variable
X is symbolized by X ∼ Bin (n, p) and the probability of winning precisely k
successes in n independent experiments can be described as :
P (x = k) =
(
n
k
)
pk (1− p)n−k . (3.1)
A special case of the true or false experiment with only one trail (when n = 1) is
a Bernoulli trial or Bernoulli experiment [40].
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3.3.2 Hypergeometric Distribution
In probability theory, the discrete random random variable is said to be hyperge-
ometric if it characterizes the probability of getting k successes out of n samples
and at each sample the success event has different probability. The sampling is
carried out in a finite population of size N that includes exactly K successes,
wherein each sample is either a success or a failure. The following conditions
characterize the hypergeometric distribution:
 The outcome of each sample can be categorized into one of two mutually
exclusive events (e.g. True-False or Pass-Fail or Employed-Unemployed Fe-
male/Male or Success-Failed).
 The probability of a success varies on each sample, i.e., as each sample
diminishes the population size (such as sampling without replacement from
a finite population).
A random variable X that satisfies the aforementioned characteristics is called
hypergeometric random variable and its probability density function (pdf) can be
expressed as:
P (x = k) =
(
K
k
)(
N−K
n−k
)(
N
n
) . (3.2)
where,
 N: represents the size of the population,
 K: represents the total number of success states included in the population,
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 n: represents the number of carried out samples,
 k: represents the number of observed successes out of n samples.
The hypergeometric distribution is used in modeling the number of possible
successes events in a sample space of size n that are drawn without replacement.
The draws are not independent from a population of finite size. On the other
hand, sampling with replacement results in independent draws and so the resulting
random variable will follow binomial distribution, not a hypergeometric one [40].
3.3.3 Multivariate Hypergeometric Distribution
The Multivariate Hypergeometric distribution is considered as an extension of the
hypergeomeric distribution at which more than two different states or sub-group of
individuals in a group are existed. Let us assume a multivariate hypergeometric
process consist of d1, d2, d3, · · · , dk different individual types or subgroups in a
population D. The probability of getting exactly x1 out of d1 subgroup and x2 out
of d2 subgroup (and so on) in X draws without replacement can be expressed as:
P (d1 = x1, d2 = x2, · · · , dk = xk) =
k∏
i=1
(
di
xi
)
(
D
X
) , (3.3)
where
D =
k∑
i=1
di, X =
k∑
i=1
xi.
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3.4 Graph Coloring and The Chromatic Num-
ber
In graph theory, graph coloring is one type of graph labeling; each element of a
graph is assigned a label traditionally called color based on certain conditions.
One simple form of graph coloring is vertex coloring. In this form, each vertix in
the graph is assigned a color subject to the constraint that adjacent vertices do
not share the same color. The chromatic number of graph G is denoted by χ (G)
and can be defined as the smallest number of labels or colors required to color
the vertices of graph G such that any two adjacent vertices do not share the same
color. In our model, the chromatic number of the dual-conflict IDNC graph repre-
sents the number of the possible conflict free download patterns. These download
patterns include the optimum download pattern induced by the maximum inde-
pendent set in the dual-conflict IDNC graph. In a system without file repetition
within the servers (R = 1) and each client wants more than one file, the chromatic
number is an upper bound of the conflict free IDNC algorithm performance. That
is because each transmitted IDNC file will generate new encoding opportunities,
while the chromatic number represents the number of the transmissions without
considering the new generated encoding opportunities.
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3.5 The Chromatic Number of the Dual Conflict
Graph
In this section, dual-conflict graph chromatic number is derived using random
graph theory model. In [37], it was proven that every random graph Gν,pi, with
a given number of vertices ν and a fixed connectivity probability pi (pi is the
probability that any pair of vertices is connected), has a chromatic number χ (Gν,pi)
that can be approximated as
χ (Gν,pi) =
(
1
2
+ o(1)
)
log
(
1
1− pi
)
ν
log ν
. (3.4)
Theorem 3.1 The probability pi of getting pair of adjacent vertices connected in
the dual-conflict graph, with fixed file placement policy in the servers and the case
of one file request per client, can be expressed as
pi =
(
Nc − 1
NcNs − 1
)(
1− Nc − 1
NcS − 1
)
(1− ψ) + R (R− 1)
ν (ν − 1) . (3.5)
where,
ν = NcR;
ψ =
H∑
y=0
(
H
y
)(
Nf−H
H−y
)(
Nf
H
) min(H−y,S)∑
e1=max(0,H−(Nf−S))
(
S
e1
)(
Nf − S
H − y − e1
)(
Nf
H − y
)−1
e1
S
×
min(H−y,(S−e1))∑
e2=max(0,H−(Nf−(S−e1)))
(
S − e1
e2
)(
Nf − (S − e1)
H − y − e1
)(
Nf
H − y
)−1
e2
S − 1 .
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Proof: Based on the log matrix L(si) of the server si, we create a vertex vi,j,k
∀ cj ∈ C and fk ∈ Hsi ∩ Wcj . Thus, the total number of vertices ν in the dual
conflict graph in the case of one requested file per client is written as
ν = NcR. (3.6)
To derive pi in (3.4), we need to define the conditions needed for two vertices
to be connected in the dual conflict graph as events:
 E1: Any two vertices vi,j1,k1 and vi,j2,k2 , both of which are induced by the
same server, will be set adjacent by an undirected edge represents a coding
conflict if
– C1: fk1 6= fk2 .
– C2: fk1 /∈ Hcj2 OR fk2 /∈ Hcj1 .
 E2: Any two vertices vi1,j1,k1 and vi2,j2,k2 will be set adjacent by an undirected
edge represents transmission conflict if cj1 = cj2 AND si1 6= si2 .
Any two vertices will be set adjacent if E1 is satisfied or if E2 is satisfied. It
is clear that E1 and E2 are mutually exclusive events (E1 implies si1 = si2 while
E2 implies si1 6= si2), so the connectivity probability in the dual conflict graph is
expressed as
pi = P(E1) + P(E2) (3.7)
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The probability that E1 occurs can be written as
P (E1) = P (1s ∩ C1 ∩ C2) = P (1s)P (C1|1s)P (C2|1s,C1) . (3.8)
where 1s is the event that the two vertices are induced by the same server. To find
P (1s), let Xi be the number of vertices induced by server si. Since the files are
distributed among the servers with fixed placement R will be integer and the total
files will be stored in a block of servers, the number of blocks in the system is B =
Ns
R
. Consequently, Xi can be modeled as a binomial random variable Bin
(
Nc,
1
B
)
.
The total number of the vertices in G can be expressed as ν = ∑Nsi=1Xi, and
without loss of generality, we can consider that XNs = ν −
∑Ns−1
i=1 Xi. Based on
these facts, the probability P
(
x = x′|∑Nsi=1Xi = ν) can be found as follows
P
(
x = x′|
Ns∑
i=1
Xi = ν
)
=
P
(
x = x′,
∑Ns
i=1Xi = ν
)
P
(∑Ns
i=1Xi = ν
)
=
P
(
X1 = x1, ...XNs−1 = xNs−1, XNs = ν −
∑Ns−1
i=1 Xi
)
P
(∑Ns
i=1Xi = ν
)
=
Ns−1∏
u=1
(
Nc
xu
)(
1
B
)xu (
1− 1
B
)Nc−xu
×
(
Nc
ν −∑Ns−1i=1 xi
)(
1
B
)ν−∑Ns−1i=1 xi (
1− 1
B
)Nc−ν+∑Ns−1i=1 xi
×
((
NcNs
ν
)(
1
B
)ν (
1− 1
B
)NcNs−ν)−1
=
Ns−1∏
u=1
(
Nc
xu
)(
Nc
ν −∑Ns−1i=1 xi
)(
NcNs
ν
)−1
.
(3.9)
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So given ν, X is following multivariate hypergeometric distribution. Now, the
probability P(1s|ν,x = x′) can be written as
P(1s|ν,x = x′) =
Ns∑
m=1
xm (xm − 1)
ν (ν − 1) , (3.10)
from which we can find P(1s|ν) as follows
P (1s|ν) = Ex|ν
(
Ns∑
m=1
xm (xm − 1)
ν (ν − 1)
)
=
Ns∑
m=1
Ex|ν
(
xm (xm − 1)
ν (ν − 1)
)
Ex|ν
(
xm (xm − 1)
ν (ν − 1)
)
=
Nc∑
xu=0
xm (xm − 1)
ν (ν − 1)
Ns−1∏
u=1
(
Nc
xu
)(
Nc
ν −∑Ns−1i=1 xi
)(
NcNs
ν
)−1
=
Nc − 1
Ns (NcNs − 1)
(3.11)
⇒ P (1s) =
Ns∑
i=1
Nc − 1
Ns (NcNs − 1) =
Nc − 1
(NcNs − 1) (3.12)
Next, we need to find P
(
C1|1s) = 1 − P (C1|1s) where, C1 = {fk1 = fk2}
given the two vertices are induced by the same server.
Let Zk be a random vector representing the number of clients requesting file
fk from the same server; where Zk ∼ Bin (Nc, PsPw), Pw = 1Nf (each client
wants only one file), and the total number of vertices induced by server si can be
expressed as Xi =
∑S
k=1 zk. By following the same steps in (3.9) we get
P
(
z = z′|
S∑
k=1
Zk = Xi
)
=
S−1∏
u=1
(
Nc
zu
)(
Nc
Xi −
∑S−1
v=1 zv
)(
NcS
Xi
)−1
, (3.13)
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P
(
C1|z = z′,x = x′, 1s) = Ns∑
i=1
S∑
k=1
zk (zk − 1)
xi (xi − 1) ,
⇒ P (C1|1s) = Ns∑
i=1
S∑
k=1
Ex|ν
(
Ez|xi
(
zk (zk − 1)
xi (xi − 1)
))
,
Ez|xi
(
zk (zk − 1)
xi (xi − 1)
)
=
Nc∑
zu=0
zk (zk − 1)
xi (xi − 1)
S−1∏
u=1
(
Nc
zu
)(
Nc
Xi −
∑S−1
v=1 zv
)(
NcS
Xi
)−1
=
Nc − 1
S (NcS − 1) .
Since the resulting term does not depend on x, averaging over its distribution
would result in the same term. Therefore
P
(
C1|1s) = S∑
k=1
Nc − 1
S (NcS − 1) =
Nc − 1
NcS − 1 ,
⇒ P (C1|1s) = 1− Nc − 1
NcS − 1 . (3.14)
The next step is to find P (C2|1s, C1) = 1−P (C2|1s, C1), where C2 = {fk1 ∈
Hcj2 AND fk2 ∈ Hcj1}. Based on the definition of the conflict-free IDNC graph,
it is intuitive to say that fk1 /∈ Hcj1 AND fk2 /∈ Hcj2 . Thus,
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P
(
C2|1s, C1) = P (fk1 ∈ (Hcj2 ∩Hsi) ∩ fk2 ∈ (Hcj1 ∩Hsi))
= P
(
fk1 ∈
(Hcj2 ∩Hsi))P (fk2 ∈ (Hcj1 ∩Hsi) |fk1 ∈ (Hcj2 ∩Hsi)) .
(3.15)
To find P
(
C2|1s, C1), we need to find the intersection between the has set of
si and the has set of each client after removing the intersection between them.
Let Y be a random variable denoting the number of files in the set Hcj1 ∩ Hcj2 ,
which can be modelled as follows
P (Y = y) =
(
H
y
)(
Nf −H
H − y
)(
Nf
H
)−1
. (3.16)
Let e be the number of the files in the set {(Hcj1 −Hcj2)∩Hsi}, which is modelled
as
P (e = e1) =
(
S
e1
)(
Nf − S
H − y − e1
)(
Nf
H − y
)−1
. (3.17)
Let e′ be the number of files in the set {Hsi−{
(Hcj1 −Hcj2)∩Hsi}}∩(Hcj2 −Hcj1),
which is modelled as
P (e′ = e2) =
(
S − e1
e2
)(
Nf − (S − e1)
H − y − e2
)(
Nf
H − y
)−1
. (3.18)
Using the three variables defined above, ψ = P
(
C2|1s, C1) can be expressed
as
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ψ = P
(
C2|1s, C1) = H∑
y=0
(
H
y
)(
Nf−H
H−y
)(
Nf
H
) min(H−y,S)∑
e1=max(0,H−(Nf−S))
(
S
e1
)(
Nf − S
H − y − e1
)(
Nf
H − y
)−1
e1
S
min(H−y,(S−e1))∑
e2=max(0,H−(Nf−(S−e1)))
(
S − e1
e2
)(
Nf − (S − e1)
H − y − e1
)(
Nf
H − y
)−1
e2
S − 1 .
(3.19)
Hence, P (C2|1s, C1) is written as
P (C2|1s, C1) = 1− ψ. (3.20)
By substituting (3.12),(3.14) and (3.20) in (3.8) we get
P (E1) =
(
Nc − 1
(NcNs − 1)
)(
1− (Nc − 1)
NcS − 1
)
(1− ψ) (3.21)
To find P (E2) = {cj1 = cj2 AND si1 6= si2}, we need to recall that this event
happens if a given client wants a file stored in two different servers. Therefore
P (E2) = P
(
fk ∈ Hsi1 AND fk ∈ Hsi2
)
=
R
ν
R− 1
ν − 1 .
(3.22)
From (3.21), (3.22) and (3.7) we get
pi =
(
Nc − 1
(NcNs − 1)
)(
1− (Nc − 1)
NcS − 1
)
(1− ψ) + R (R− 1)
ν (ν − 1)
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Theorem 3.2 The performance of the conflict-free IDNC algorithm is upper bounded
by χ (Gν,pi).
proof: For graph G, the chromatic number is the smallest required number
of colors to color the vertices of G such that any two adjacent vertices do not
share the same color [34]. Thus, the chromatic number represents the number of
independent sets in that graph. In the case of one requested file per client, the
transmission of an IDNC file will not generate any new coding opportunities since
each client wants only one file and it will leave the competition once it receives
the file. However, the dual conflict IDNC graph consists of NcR vertices. Nc of
these vertices represent the actual number of the wanted files. The remaining
Nc (R− 1) vertices represent repeated copies of the wanted files due to the file
repetition among the servers. Since, after a request is being served, all the vertices
representing this request will be removed from the graph after applying the conflict
free IDNC algorithm. On the other hand, the chromatic number of the graph
is calculated with presence of these repeated vertices and also the conflict edges
connect them. Consequently, the actual number of transmissions should be smaller
than the dual-conflict graph chromatic number. Hence, the performance of the
conflict free IDNC algorithm is upper bounded by the chromatic number of the
dual-conflict graph.
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Corollary 1 The performance of the dual conflict IDNC algorithm is lower bounded
by χ(Gν,pi)
R
.
proof Let N IDNC be the actual minimum number of the dual-conflict graph
maximal independent sets after removing the copies. We need to prove the fol-
lowing
N IDNCR ≥ χ (Gν,pi) . (3.23)
To do so, we need to use the original graph Gν,pi to generate a new graph with
a chromatic number N IDNCR. This can be easily done by taking the graph
containing the actual solution (the one with the minimum number of maximal
independent sets) after removing all the copies, and repeating this graph R times.
The last step is to connect all the R copies of that graph (i.e., every vertex in a
copy of the graph should be connected to every vertex in another copy) to make
sure that the chromatic number of the whole resultant graph is equal to the sum
of the chromatic numbers of all copies.
The resultant graph will have a greater number of edges than the original one,
because we do not connect a copy of a request to all the other copies of another
request in Gν,pi. Since increasing the number of edges in a graph means it has a
greater or equal chromatic number, the new graph chromatic number is greater
than or equal to that of Gν,pi, and hence inequality in (3.23) is hold [37]. The
theorem follows from dividing both sides in (3.23) by R.
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3.6 Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm
Bron-Kerbosch algorithm was designed to find all the possible maximal cliques 1
in an undirected and unweighted graph. In other words, it lists all the possible
subsets of vertices with two indispensable conditions. The first condition is that
each two vertices in one of the listed subsets is adjacent by an undirected edge.
The second condition is that each subset cannot be embedded by adding one more
vertex [41]. The algorithm executes recursively as shown in Algorithm 3.1 and
at any given point in running time the algorithm maintains three lists, κ, G∗ and
X. The set κ contains the vertices of the clique currently being calculated (κ is a
possible maximal clique). The set G∗ contains vertices that are connected to all
vertices in κ and can be included to κ to make a larger clique. The set X contains
vertices that are adjacent to all vertices in κ but are excluded from being added
to κ because all cliques containing vertices in X have already been calculated in
a previous recursion iteration.
Algorithm 3.1 BronKerbosch Algorithm - Bron-Kerbosch
1: Initialization:
 Graph G∗ ← G.
 κ = φ, X = φ.
2: BronKerbosch(κ, G∗, X):
3: if G∗ and X are both empty,
4: then, report κ as a maximal clique.
5: end if
6: for each vertex v in G∗ do:
7: BronKerbosch(κ
⋃
v, G∗⋂N (v), X⋂N (v)).
8: G∗ ← G∗ \ v.
9: X ← X⋃ v.
1maximum clique is that clique which no more vertices can be included to it in. The clique
with the largest size is the maxium clique [34].
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The algorithm in 3.1 can be textualized as follows: the algorithm begins by
choosing a vertex v randomly from G∗. Add v to κ and remove its non-neighbors
from G∗ and X. Then pick another vertex from the new G∗ set and repeat the
process. The algorithm continues until G∗ is empty. Once G∗ is empty, if X is
empty then report the content of κ as a new maximal clique (if it’s not empty,
then κ contains a subset of an already found clique). Now the algorithm will
backtrack to the last vertex picked and restore G∗, κ and X as they were before
the choice. Finally, it will eliminate the vertex from G∗ and include it to X, then
expand the next vertex 2.
The optimal maximum clique in a graph can be found straightly using Bron-
Kerbosch algorithm. Since the algorithm lists all the maximal cliques, the maxi-
mum clique is the largest one of them. However, to find the maximum independent
set in a graph G, we run the algorithm on the complement graph 3 G. In spite
of the fact that the resultant (clique or maximum independent set) is optimum
Bron-Kerbosch algorithm lists all the maximal cliques in the graph. In a graph
with large number of vertices and edges, the implementation of Bron-Kerbosch
algorithm is intractable due to the extremely large number of operations required
to list all the maximal cliques.
2MATLAB Implementation of this version of Bron-Kerbosch algorithm is available at
http://www.mathworks.com.
3The complement graph G is a graph has the same vertices set as G and any two vertices
are connected if and only if they are not connected in G.[34].
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3.6.1 Complexity Comparison with the Maximum Weighted
Vertex Search Algorithm
In this section, we will compare the worst case complexity of the proposed max-
imum weighted vertex search algorithm discussed in Sec. 2.3.2 to that of the
Bron-Kerbosch algorithm. In [42], it was proven that the worst-case time com-
plexity of Bron-Kerbosch algorithm is given by O(3
n
3 ) for a graph with n vertices.
The vertex set size of the dual conflict IDNC graph is O(NfNcNs). Consequently,
the worst-case time complexity of Bron-Kerbosch algorithm for the dual conflict
graph is given by O(3
NfNcNs
3 ).
According to the description of the maximum weighted vertex search algorithm,
the generation of one coded file requires O(Nc) iterations. Since, any maximal
independent set in the dual conflict IDNC graph cannot be of size larger than Nc
(we can target each client at most once per transmission). Each iteration in the
algorithm requires weight recomputations for the O(NfNcNs) graph vertices, the
complexity of the algorithm is O(NfN
2
cNs).
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3.7 Simulation Results
This section provides a comparison between the performance of the heuristic algo-
rithm proposed in Sec. 2.3.2 and the optimum algorithm based on Bron-Kerbosch
algorithm illustrated in Sec. 3.6. The proposed asymptotic upper and lower
bounds derived in Sec. 3.5 are included in the simulation. Two cases are consid-
ered in the simulation, namely; fixed file placement and random file placement.
In the former case, each file repeats exactly R times and the files are sorted in
order in each server. In the later case, each server stores a set of files randomly.
The only condition that governs the file distribution process is that all the files
are stored in the servers collectively (i.e.,
⋃Ns
i=1Hsi = F).
Figure 3.1: Performances Comparsion versus the number of the clients Nc.
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Fig. 3.1 depicts the performance of the algorithms versus the number of clients
with a fixed number of files Nf = 100. The number of servers is Ns = 4 and the
size of each server is
Nf
2
. We assume corruption-free channels and each client
already has dNf
3
e files and wants to download only one file (i.e., |Hcj |= dNf3 e and
|Wcj |= 1).
The performances of the algorithms versus the number of files, the fixed num-
bers of clients Nc = 20) is depicted in Fig. 3.2. We note that the heuristic
algorithm performance is slightly close to the optimum solution provided by using
Bron-Kerbuch algorithm. The effect of the file placement at the servers is notable
and the performance of the random file placement is superior by about 0.2 DTU.
Figure 3.2: Performances Comparsion versus the number of files Nf .
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3.8 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, upper and lower bounds of the conflict-free IDNC algorithm per-
formance are derived. The upper bound was derived based on the fact the repeated
vertices will increase the chromatic number of the dual conflict algorithm. On the
other hand, these repeated vertices can not double the chromatic number by R,
so the result of dividing the chromatic number by R is always less than the per-
formance of the conflict-free IDNC algorithm. The bounds are valid for the case
that one file is wanted by each client. In the derivations, we assumed fixed file
placement in the server. However, the simulation results show that the bounds
are still valid for the random file placement too. The optimum solution of the
completion delay problem (based on Bron-Kerbosch algorithm) is compared with
the proposed heuristic algorithm. we note from the resulted figures that the per-
formance of the proposed heuristic algorithm is slightly close to the optimum one.
In the next chapter, we will investigate the lossy feedback environment and its ef-
fect on the conflict-free algorithm. Multiple transmission schemes will be studied
beside the maximum likelihood rule. We will investigate the centralized and the
distributed implementation scenarios and study the different transmission schemes
in each scenario.
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CHAPTER 4
CONFLICT-FREE IDNC WITH
LOSSY FEEDBACK
4.1 Motivation
In the second chapter, the reverse channels assumed to be perfect feedback chan-
nels. However the channel impairments will occur on both the forward and reverse
links. In addition to that, the reverse link suffers from transmission power limi-
tations and interference with other clients. Consequently, the feedback from the
clients to the servers are subject to erasure. We refer to such imperfect reverse
channels as Lossy Feedback (LF) channels. The difference between perfect and
lossy feedback environments is the uncertainties introduced at the server due to
unheard feedback occurrences. In perfect feedback environment, an unheard feed-
back event at the server makes the server certain that the transmitted file was lost
on the client’s forward link. However, the lossy feedback environment adds the
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other possibility of file reception on the client’s forward link and the loss of the
feedback on its reverse link. Each of these possibilities happens independently for
each of the targeted clients without feedback [22]. In that case, the server can-
not determine the exact state of the network and thus cannot accurately select
the subsequent IDNC file. The lossy feedback environment was considered as a
marginal simulation setting in [43], [44] and [22]. In the first work [43], a guess-
ing approach was used, in which a coin flip approach was adopted to decide on
whether a file received at the client correctly or not. In [44], all uncertain files are
temporarily ignored until further feedback is obtained about them. Partially blind
selections of IDNC file combinations to minimize the IDNC completion in PMP
system was adopted in [22]. In this chapter we will investigate the lossy feedback
environment in a multipoint-to-multipoint systems and its effect on the comple-
tion delay problem in such systems. The remaining of this chapter is divided as
follows. Section 4.2 investigates the feedback model in lossy feedback environ-
ment and the required adaptations on the augmented log matrix. In section 4.3,
the completion delay problem in multipoint-to-multipoint system with imperfect
feedback environment is formulated as a Partially-Observable SSP problem. The
proposed completion delay minimization polices based on the Maximum Likeli-
hood (ML) rules for both centralized and distributed implementation scenarios
are illustrated in section 4.4. A partially blind graph update algorithm based on
ML rules is discussed in section 4.5. Finally, the simulation results are illustrated
in section 4.6.
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4.2 Feedback Model
At the first time epoch, each server has full knowledge about the clients side
information and the want set of each client. The feedback from clients assist the
servers to update the graph based on the clients’ want and has sets. Each targeted
client cj broadcasts a feedback packet to all servers after each download epoch.
However, these feedback packets are themselves subject to erasure on the up-link
channels. We will refer to the file with lost feedback at the server by the uncertain
file of the client that sends the feedback. This adds an additional state to the log
matrix to represent the uncertainty. Each server si can formulate its log matrix
L(si) as follows
L(si) = [lj,k] ∀ cj ∈ C and fk ∈ Hsi ,
s.t. lj,k =

0, cj already has fk
1, cj wants fk
−1, cj does not interested in fk
x, si lose the feedback from cj about fk
. (4.1)
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4.3 Lossy Feedback Problem Formulation
The difference between lossy and perfect feedback environments is the uncertainty
of the server about the status of the transmitted file due to unheard feedback. In
perfect feedback environment, an unheard feedback event at the server from a
targeted client makes the server certain that the transmitted file is lost and the
targeted client has not received it. However, the lossy feedback environment adds
the possibility of file reception at the client and the loss of feedback at the server.
In this case, the server cannot determine the exact log matrix and thus cannot
accurately select the subsequent IDNC conflict-free file. These unheard feedback
packets hide the exact state of the system from the server and convert the SSP
formulation of the perfect feedback environment into a partially observable SSP
(POSSP) problem [45]. The solution that was proposed in section 2.3 to solve
the SSP problem can be adapted to solve the POSSP problem, if we can find a
good estimate of the log matrix (and thus the IDNC conflict-free graph). In such
stochastic partially observable problem, the best state estimate of the log matrix
and the IDNC conflict-free graph is the one representing the maximum likelihood
(ML) state of the system (i.e., the system state that has the highest probability)
as well be discussed in the next section.
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4.4 Maximum Likelihood (ML) State
The centralized and distributed implementation scenarios of the conflict-free al-
gorithm induce disparity in the uncertainty state that may occurs at server si.
In the former scenario, si will be uncertain about the file fk reception at client
cj if all the servers in the system lose the feedback. Otherwise, the cloud unit
will assist the uncertain servers to know the exact state. In the later scenario, si
will be uncertain about the file fk reception at a targeted client cj if the server
si target the client cj , however it lose the feedback. This disparity in the un-
certainty state required different maximum likelihood state estimation rules. The
maximum likelihood state estimation rule will assist the server or the cloud unit
to estimate the actual state of the transmitted file at the targeted client, either the
file was received at the targeted client or lost in the forward sub-channel between
the server si and the client cj. In the centralized scenario, the decision will be
unified and all the server will consider the uncertain file either received at the tar-
geted client or not. Consequently, the transmission pattern still conflict-free even
though the presence of the unheard feedback events. On the other hand, the dis-
tributed implementation allows each server to do its own decision while the other
servers may be have the exact state of the file. This paradigm leads to diversity
on the augmented graph structure and some conflicts may be slightly involved.
The maximum likelihood state estimation rules are derived in the following two
sections.
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4.4.1 Algorithm Distributed Implementation Scenario
In the distributed scenario, the uncertainty state may occurs at server si as a
result of one of the two following events:
 The client cj is targeted by server si. However, cj did not receive the file
and thus did not emit a feedback packet. This case can happens with fixed
probability pij.
 The client cj is targeted by server si and cj received the file and set a feed-
back, but the server could not receive it. This event occurs with probability
(1− pij)qij.
This paradigm makes the distributed scenario to be identical to the PMP scenario.
In [22] the ML rule for the PMP scenario was proved. In this work, we adopt the
same ML rule which will be summarized as follows. For any client cj, if any file
is attempted n times by the server si, the server can set this file as not received
at that client cj if (
pij
pij + (1− pij) qij
)n
≥ 1
2
. (4.2)
In case of n = 1, the decision rule becomes
pij ≥ (1− pij) qij.
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4.4.2 Algorithm Centralized Implementation Scenario
The cloud unit will be uncertain about file fk reception as a result of one of the
two following events:
 The client cj is targeted by any server si. However, cj did not receive the
file and thus did not emit a feedback packet. This case happens with fixed
probability pij.
 The client cj is targeted by any server si and cj received the file and sent
a feedback, but all the server could not receive it. This event occurs with
probability (1− pij)
Ns∏
i=1
qij.
Note that these two events are independent from each other.
Theorem 4.1 For any client cj, if any file is attempted n times, the cloud unit
can set this file as not received at that client if
Ns∏
i=1
p
(n)ijk
ij ≥
n−1∑
m=0
(
n
m
) Ns∏
i=1
p
(m)ijk
ij
Ns∏
i=1
(1− pij)(n−m)ijk
(
Ns∏
i=1
qij
)n−m
, (4.3)
where (n)ijk is the number of attempts done by server si ( out of the n attempts)
to target client cj with file fk.
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Proof: To prove this theorem, we define PRjk as the probability that an un-
certain file fk of client cj has been received, and PLjk as the probability that an
uncertain file fk of client cj has not been received. We need to derive expressions
for PLjk and PRjk. Let n be the total number of attempts the cloud unit scheduled a
server to target client cj by the file fk without feedback. Each time the cloud unit
schedules the same server or another server to target client cj by the file fk so let’s
define (n)ijk as the number of attempts (out of n attempts) to target client cj by
server si with file fk (n =
∑Ns
i=1 (n)ijk). Given these definition of n and nijk, the
probability that file fk is actually not received at client cj is equal to the probabil-
ity that this file was lost on the forward channels for each of the n attempts. This
happens with probability
Ns∏
i=1
p
(n)ijk
ij . On the other hand, the uncertain file fk is
actually received by client cj if this client has successfully decoded it in any of the
n attempts. However, the cloud unit lose the feedback(s). This occurs with prob-
ability
∑n−1
m=0
(
n
m
)
Ns∏
i=1
p
(m)ijk
ij
Ns∏
i=1
(1− pij)(n−m)ijk
(
Ns∏
i=1
qij
)n−m
. Therefore, given n
attempts to transmit file fk to client cj with no feedback on any of them, PLjk and
PRjk can be expressed as
PLjk =
Ns∏
i=1
p
(n)ijk
ij
Ns∏
i=1
p
(n)ijk
ij +
∑n−1
m=0
(
n
m
)
Ns∏
i=1
p
(m)ijk
ij
Ns∏
i=1
(1− pij)(n−m)ijk
(
Ns∏
i=1
qij
)n−m , (4.4)
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PRjk =
∑n−1
m=0
(
n
m
)
Ns∏
i=1
p
(m)ijk
ij
Ns∏
i=1
(1− pij)(n−m)ijk
(
Ns∏
i=1
qij
)n−m
Ns∏
i=1
p
(n)ijk
ij +
∑n−1
m=0
(
n
m
)
Ns∏
i=1
p
(m)ijk
ij
Ns∏
i=1
(1− pij)(n−m)ijk
(
Ns∏
i=1
qij
)n−m
= 1− PLjk.
(4.5)
The cloud unit can set the uncertain file fk as not received at client cj if
PLjk ≥ PRjk ⇒ PLjk ≥ 1− PLjk ⇒ PLjk ≥
1
2
⇒
Ns∏
i=1
p
(n)ijk
ij
Ns∏
i=1
p
(n)ijk
ij +
∑n−1
m=0
(
n
m
)
Ns∏
i=1
p
(m)ijk
ij
Ns∏
i=1
(1− pij)(n−m)ijk
(
Ns∏
i=1
qij
)n−m ≥ 12
⇒
Ns∏
i=1
p
(n)ijk
ij ≥
n−1∑
m=0
(
n
m
) Ns∏
i=1
p
(m)ijk
ij
Ns∏
i=1
(1− pij)(n−m)ijk
(
Ns∏
i=1
qij
)n−m
.
In case of n = 1, the decision rule becomes
pij ≥ (1− pij)
Ns∏
i=1
qij.
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4.5 Partially Blind Graph Update Algorithm Based
on ML
Based on the ML decision rules, we can adopt the partially blind graph update
algorithm to solve the completion delay problem in lossy feedback environment
proposed in [22]. When the server has uncertain files in its log matrix, due to
unheard feedback, it can employ the above ML state estimation rules to update
the conflict-free IDNC graph as follows. If the file fk inducing the vertex vi,j,k is
most likely received at client cj (according to the ML rule), vertex vi,j,k is made
hidden inside the conflict-free IDNC graph. This means that it is temporarily not
considered for transmission. Otherwise, it is kept in the graph as an active vertex
considered for any subsequent transmission.
The hidden vertices of any given client are treated according to what happens
later:
 If the server receives a feedback from this client, it knows its actual state
and can update the status of these hidden vertices.
 If a client does not have active vertices in the graph but only hidden ones,
all these vertices are reset as active vertices and are re-transmitted within
the subsequent conflict-free IDNC files until a feedback is received from this
client.
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4.6 Simulation Results
In this section, we consider the system described in chapter 2 with lossy feedback
channels. Feedback loss would result in different download patterns for the cen-
tralized and the distributed scenarios described in Sec. 2.3.3.
In each simulation, we consider the conventional PMP IDNC and the dual-conflict
IDNC algorithm implemented in the centralized and the distributed scenarios with
lossy feedback environment. We assume that qij =
1
2
pij and pij is uniformly dis-
tributed over the interval [0.01, 0.3] uniformly. The ML rule in (4.2) is also applied
in the conventional PMP IDNC. In addition to the partially blind algorithm based
on ML described in section 4.4, two other blind graph update approaches are sim-
ulated:
 Full Vertex Elimination (FVE): Each attempted vertex with unheard feed-
back is assumed to be hidden in the graph and all its repeated copies are
temporarily not considered for transmission.
 Client Block (CB): Each attempted vertex with unheard feedback causes all
the vertices representing files wanted by client cj and all the repeated copies
of these files to be hidden in the graph and are temporarily not considered
for transmission. These hidden vertices are treated later as described in the
algorithm in Section 4.5.
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Figs. 4.1-4.3 depict the performance of the different graph update approaches
implemented for the dual conflict IDNC (in the centralized and the distributed
scenarios) and the conventional IDNC verses Nc. With (Nf = 100, server size of 50
files), Nf (Nc = 60, server size of
1
2
Nf ) and the server size S (Ns = 10, Nf = 100),
respectively. The same performance verses the ratio
qij
pij
(with Nc = 60, Nf = 100
and server size of 50) shown in Fig. 4.4. For this figure, pij is constant and qij is
varying from 0.2pij up to the worst case qij = pij. From these figures, we can
Figure 4.1: The average completion delay versus the number of the clients Nc.
observe the superiority in the performance of the ML approach over the FVE and
the CB in reducing the average completion delay. For the centralized scenario,
the performance of the ML is slightly close to that of the perfect feedback. Due
to the fact that the lose of the feedback in the centralized scenario resulted from
the feedback channels is very rare event. This makes the ML rule decision more
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Figure 4.2: The average completion delay versus the number of the files Nf .
Figure 4.3: Perfect and Lossy feedback performance comparison over a range of the
server size S.
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Figure 4.4: Perfect and Lossy feedback performance comparison over a range of the
ratio
qij
pij
.
accurate. The results show that the ML update approach of the graph represents
the ML estimation of the actual graph. We can also observe that FVE outperforms
CB. This can be deduced from the characteristics of the two approaches. FVE
hides the vertex vijk which represent unheard feedback and its repeated copies.
However, the server si is still able to target the client cj with another wanted
file. On the other hand, CB hides the vertex vijk and all the vertices induced by
client cj. Consequently, the server si will block client cj. Another factor added to
the CB in the centralized scenario is that once a client is blocked the system will
not target that client until one of the servers has no active vertices. We can also
notice that the difference in performance between the dual conflict IDNC and the
conventional IDNC are still noticeable in lossy feedback environment.
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4.7 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, the completion delay reduction problem for conflict-free IDNC
with imperfect (lossy) feedback is considered. The problem is first formulated as
a partially observable SSP problem. This problem has the same structure and
properties as that of the perfect feedback environment problem. Also the formu-
lated POSSP problem has the considerably large size and solution intractability
as the former SSP problem. Consequently, we proposed maximum likelihood esti-
mation rule to estimate the state of the transmitted file without feedback. Which
aid the severs to do accurate vertex and graph update decisions . The results indi-
cated that the the derived maximum likelihood algorithm achieved a remarkable
reduction in the completion delay in the distributed scenario. It also achieved
near optimal performance in the centralized scenario. The full vertex elimination
approach performs better than client block approach in the centralized and the
distributed scenarios. Our algorithm ensures conflict-free IDNC transmissions
with the lossy feedback environment in the centralized scenario. However, the
distributed scenario may involved some intermediate conflicts.
In the next chapter, we conclude this thesis work and summarize the main contri-
butions and results. We also propose some ideas as future works to be considered
as extensions to this work.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK
5.1 Conclusion
In this work, the minimization problem of the download time in DSNs using
IDNC with perfect and lossy feedback environments is considered. Applying the
conventional PMP IDNC algorithm is shown to result in multiple transmissions
conflicts, which reduce the downloading efficiency. Consequently, we proposed
a novel graph model which provides conflict-free transmissions. The problem
was first formulated as an SSP problem which required a heuristic algorithm.
This algorithm utilizes a maximum weight vertex search scheme over the dual-
conflict graph to find the most suitable files combination at each time epoch. The
lower and upper bounds of the conflict-free IDNC algorithm performance were
derived. The simulation results show that this bounds are valid for both the
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random files placement and the fixed files placement in the servers. The proposed
heuristic algorithm shows near-optimum performance in the random and fixed
files placement in the servers compared to the optimum solution acquired using
BronKerbosch algorithm.
We extended the SSP formulation in perfect feedback to a POSSP formulation
reflecting the uncertainties resulting from unheard feedback events in the lossy
feedback environment. Then, we used this formulation to identify the ML state
of the system in unheard feedback events, and employed it to design a partially
blind dual conflict graph update. In addition to the partially blind algorithm
based on ML, we simulated two other blind graph update approaches, namely;
the full vertex elimination approach and the client block approach. Simulation
results show that the proposed conflict-free IDNC scheduling outperformed the
conventional IDNC in both perfect and lossy feedback environments.
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5.2 Future Work
There are many open research problems for conflict-free IDNC field that need to
be investigated and evaluated under different system parameters and new designs
have to be proposed. Here we are enumerating some of these areas of research as
follows:
Conflict-Free Data Exchange Systems : data exchange system is a set of
communicating nodes at which the nodes are transceiver and each node
stores a portion of the files library and missed the others. This model is also
suitable for communication networks with content cashing from the base
stations. After the first shoot (transmission) from the base station, some files
are erased duo to the channel impairments. Assuming all the file library was
scattered among a set of the nodes after the first transmission, however each
node still missing some files. A cooperative data exchange can be unleashed
among the aforementioned nodes set to complete the missed files without the
need for re-transmission from the transmitted base station. This will free
the transmitted base station to serve another set of the nodes. The conflict-
free IDNC algorithm can be implemented in the cooperative data exchange
system. At each time epoch, a subset of the nodes involving into the data
exchange framework can be selected to be local transmitters. The conflict-
free IDNC algorithm can be upgraded to be able to select this temporary
transmitters and schedule the targeted nodes by each transmitting node
with conflict-free IDNC file combinations.
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Adaptive file size IDNC transmissions : The essential condition of the IDNC
network coding is the equally sized files. If the file size varies from one client
to another, the implementation of the IDNC will be unattainable. However,
our dual conflict IDNC graph model can be developed to enable the trans-
mitter to deal with a groups of users each group shares the same file size.
The transmitter can represent each wanted file by a vertex. In addition to
the IDNC conflicts among the vertices induced by files with the same size,
any two vertices induced by files with different size should be set connected
by an undirected edge to indicate that these two files can not be encoded
together. In that case, the problem will be graph partitioning problem in-
stead of the problem of finding the maximum weighted independent set in
the dual-conflict graph.
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